
IBM AFP Font Collection

The IBM® AFP™ Font Collection 

provides fonts that can be used by 

most Advanced Function Presentation™ 

products. Skillful use of fonts in 

typography can dramatically improve 

the readability and effectiveness of 

your documents.

Enhanced presentation
Effective use of typography, the 

visual language of words, can greatly 

enhance the readability of a document 

and make printed information clear, 

organized and accessible. Fonts 

contain the elements of typography, 

and the AFP Font Collection contains 

fonts from several popular type 

families, including Times New Roman, 

Helvetica and Courier. These fonts come 

in specific sizes and resolutions for 

older IBM AFP printers, and are 

supplied in outline format for WYSIWYG 

viewing, and for newer high-resolution 

IBM AFP printers (600 dpi).

Font flexibility
The tools that accompany AFP Font 

Collection offer flexibility in viewing 

or manipulating fonts. Resolution-

independent outline fonts require no 

conversions as printer resolutions 

increase, and they require only a small 

amount of storage space. Outline fonts 

reside in most printers and you can 

download additional fonts easily. AFP 

Font Collection includes the IBM Core 

Interchange Fonts and lets you print in 

more than 50 languages.

Versatile formatting
Type Transformer and Utilities, an 

optional feature of the AFP Font 

Collection for Workstations and 

OS/400® (5648-B45) enables you to 

create new fonts or make changes to 

existing fonts. Type Transformer and 

Utilities for Windows® includes all of 

■  Provides a comprehensive 
set of AFP fonts for more 
effective, competitive documents

■  Provides fonts for printing at 
240 or 300 dpi, or higher 
resolutions using outlines

■  Provides support for 48 
languages, including double-
byte (DBCS) languages

■  Font design feature converts 
Adobe and TrueType fonts to AFP

A collection of fonts that facilitate effective, 
visually appealing documents

Highlights
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the fonts in AFP Font Collection in 

Adobe Type 1 or CID-keyed outline 

format, an AFP Type Transformer and 

FontLab, a utility that helps design 

custom fonts using Type 1 or TrueType 

outlines. There are also utilities to edit 

font code pages and coded fonts, and 

upload them to host systems.

IBM Service and Support
IBM is the expert in iSeries printing 

and information presentation. This 

includes unparalleled hardware 

service, expert technical support, 

and print and presentation services. 

Look to IBM to help you deliver the 

output of e-business.

For more information
To learn more about the AFP Font 

Collection, contact your local IBM 

Printing Systems representative, visit 

ibm.com/printers or call (800) 358-6661, 

option 3.

AFP Font Collection at a glance: For expanded specifications, visit ibm.com /printers/font

Type Families                               — Core Interchange: Times New Roman, Helvetica, Courier, APL, OCR A & B, Prestige, Letter Gothic, Gothic Text, 

Boldface, Gothic Katakana

Typeface Styles                           —Roman Medium                                            —Italic Medium

 —Roman Bold                                                 —Italic Bold

Font Technologies                       —240-pel bitmaps, 300-pel bitmaps, AFP outlines, Adobe® Type 1 outlines, Double-Byte Character Set (DBCS) 

and Resolutions                            outlines for Simplified and Traditional Chinese, Japanese and Korean

Language Complements             — Supports 48 languages; other languages available outside of Core Interchange Set, including Euro currency 

symbol support

Type Transformer and                  —Type 1 and CID-keyed outline fonts              —Type Transformer

Utilities for Windows                    —FontLab                                                       —Code page and coded font editor

 —Host font upload

Ordering Information                   —AFP Font Collection for Workstations and OS/400 (includes optional Type Transformer and Utilities feature) 5648-B45

 —AFP Font Collection for MVS™, OS/390®, VM™ and VSE™, 5648-B33

Complementary Products           —For iSeries: Infoprint® Server, Infoprint Designer, Advanced Print Utility, Page Printer Formatting Aid, AFP Toolbox, 

  Client Access and Client Access Express

 —For zSeries: Overlay Generation Language, Page Printer Formatting Aid, AFP Toolbox

 — For Workstations: AFP Toolbox for Multiple Operating Systems, AFP Workbench for Windows, Page Printer 

Formatting Aid (optional feature of Infoprint Manager for AIX®, and Infoprint Manager for Windows NT® and 2000)


